Tallest To Shortest

Name: __________________________________________ Date: ____________________

Cut out the boxes below and arrange them in order of size.
Beginning Letters

Name: __________________________________________ Date: ____________________

Fill in the missing letters to complete the word.

_____ ermaid

_____ ish

_____ reasure

_____ rab
Decorate Your Castle

Name: ____________________________ Date: ________________
What Comes Next?

Name: _______________________________ Date: _________________________

Finish the patterns with the images at the bottom of the page.

1. Treasure chests, castle gates, treasure chests, castle gates.
2. Seashells, treasure chests, mermaid, seashells, treasure chests.
3. Whales, castle gates, whales, castle gates.
4. Fish, fish, fish, fish.
5. Fish, castle gates, mermaid, treasure chest.
Which Is Different?

Name: ___________________________________________ Date: __________________

Circle the object that is different in each row.
How Many?

Name: ____________________________ Date: __________________

Circle the stated number of objects in each row.

1

2

3

4

5

6
Line Practice

Name: ___________________________________________ Date: _______________________

Cut on the lines or trace them with a pencil or your finger.
Let's Write

Name: ___________________________ Date: ___________________________
Write the word.

mermaid
__________________________

fish
__________________________

castle
__________________________
Let's Write

Name: _____________________________ Date: _____________________

Write the word.

treasure

starfish

seashell
Word Match

Name: ___________________________________________ Date: __________________________

Draw a line from the image to the word that matches.

- treasure
- mermaid
- castle
- fish
- starfish
- crab

drawer from the image to the word that matches.
Word Puzzles
Cut out the boxes and match the word to the image.

mermaid  treasure chest

fish    castle

whale    shark
Numbers
Cut out the boxes and put the numbers in order.

1 one
2 two
3 three
4 four
5 five
6 six
School Of Fish

Color every fish right of a number 1 RED
Color every fish right of a number 2 ORANGE
Color every fish right of a number 3 YELLOW
Color every fish right of a number 4 GREEN
Color every fish right of a number 5 BLUE
Color every fish right of a number 6 PURPLE
Color every fish right of a number 7 PINK
Color every fish right of a number 8 BLACK
Pattern Maker

Color each row in a ABAB pattern.

Color each row in a ABCABC pattern.
Write the numbers that are missing.

1, ____, 3

3, 4, ____

2, 3, ____

5, ____, 7

4, ____, 6

____, 5, 6
Trace the words below. Then write the number 1 on the line beneath.

one castle
Number Two

Name: ___________________________  Date: ___________________________

Trace the words below. Then write the number 2 on the line beneath.

two chests

__________

2
Number Three

Name: ______________________ Date: ______________________

Trace the words below. Than write the number 3 on the line beneath.

three mermaids

3
Number Four

Trace the words below. Then write the number 4 on the line beneath.

four fish
Number Five

Name: ___________________________ Date: __________________

Trace the words below. Then write the number 5 on the line beneath.

five starfish

5